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Preface

This issues paper was originally prepared as a briefing paper for the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, François Crépeau. The Special Rapporteur had planned a two-week visit to Australia from 27 September to 9 October 2015 to gather information about the situation of migrants and asylum seekers in Australia and neighbouring detention centres.¹ The visit was postponed due to the ‘lack of full cooperation from the Government regarding protection concerns and access to detention centres’.²

The paper provides the first broad overview of legal frameworks and key issues concerning the treatment of migrant workers in Australia, for a general audience. It is intended to stimulate and inform public discussion about addressing systemic gaps in protection for international students, working holiday makers, and other temporary migrant workers who make up a substantial portion of Australia’s workforce. The paper will be a useful resource for policymakers, journalists, civil society organisations, industry, unions, students and the general public who wish to better understand laws and issues concerning temporary migrant labour in Australia and the causes and consequences of workers’ vulnerability to mistreatment.

² Ibid.
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

457 visa – Subclass 457 Temporary Work (Skilled) visa
AAT – Administrative Review Tribunal
ACTU – Australian Council of Trade Unions
AFP – Australian Federal Police
AHRC – Australian Human Rights Commission
BVA – Bridging Visa A
BVE – Subclass 050 Bridging visa E
BVF – Subclass 060 Bridging visa F
CAT – Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment
CERD – International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination
Class TU visa – Student Temporary Class TU Visa
CJSV – Criminal Justice Stay Visa
CLC – Community Legal Centre
CRC – Convention on the Rights of the Child
DAMA – Designated Area Migration Agreement
DIBP – Department of Immigration and Border Protection
DEP – Department of Employment
DET – Department of Education and Training
ENS – Employer Nomination Scheme (subclass 186)
EEZ – Exclusive Economic Zones
FWC – Fair Work Commission
FWO – Fair Work Ombudsman
FEG – Fair Entitlements Guarantee
IAAAS – Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme
ICCPR – International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
ICESCR – International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
ICRMW – International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families
IDC – Interdepartmental Committee on Human Trafficking and Slavery
ILO – International Labour Organisation
MRT – Migration Review Tribunal
NGOs – Non-government organisations
OECD – Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
RSMS – Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme visa (subclass 187)
SWP – Seasonal Workers Programme
TSMIT – Temporary Skilled Migration Income Threshold
UN – United Nations
WHM – Working Holiday Maker programme (includes visa subclasses 417 and 462)
WHS – Workplace Health and Safety
WPTV – Witness Protection Trafficking Visa
LEGISLATION

Aged Care Act 1997 (Cth)
Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs Act 1979 (Cth).
Carer Recognition Act 2010 (Cth).
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901.
Crimes Act 1900 (ACT)
Crimes Act 1900 (NSW)
Crimes Act 1958 (VIC)
Crimes Legislation Amendment (Slavery, Slavery–like Conditions and People Trafficking) Act 2013 (Cth)
Criminal Code Act 1899 (QLD)
Criminal Code Act 1913 (WA)
Criminal Code Act 1924 (Tas)
Criminal Code Act 1983 (NT)
Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth)
Education Services for Overseas Students Act 2000 (Cth)
Fair Entitlements Guarantee Act 2012 (Cth)
Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009 (Cth)
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)
Health Insurance Act 1973 (Cth)
Health Insurance Act 1973 (Cth)
Higher Education Funding Act 1988 (Cth)
Migration Act 1958 (Cth)
Migration Amendment (Offshore Resources Activity) Repeal Bill 2014 (Cth)
Migration Amendment (Temporary Sponsored Visas) Act 2013 (Cth)
Migration Amendment Regulations 2009 (No 5) (Cth)
Migration Amendment Regulations 2009 (No 5) Amendment Regulations 2009 (No 1) (Cth)
Migration Amendment Regulations 2009 (No 9) (Cth)
Migration Amendment Regulations 2013 (No 1) (Cth)
Migration Legislation Amendment (Student Visas) Act 2012 (Cth)
Migration Legislation Amendment (Worker Protection) Act 2008 (Cth)
Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth)
National Employment Standards (in the Fair Work Act)
National Health Act 1953 (Cth)
National Health Act 1953 (Cth)
Paid Parental Leave Act 2010 (Cth)
Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)
Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (Cth)
Schools Assistance Act 2008 (Cth)
Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth)
Social Security (Administration) Act 1999 (Cth)
Social Security Act 1991 (Cth)
Work, Health and Safety Act 2011 (Cth)
INTRODUCTION

Australia has always pursued a strategic migration policy, which has altered to meet changing social and economic conditions, as well as foreign policy concerns. Australia’s first national migration policies emerged as a product of federation in 1901, which was celebrated as a tactical unification to protect the different colonies from foreigners. 1 1901 also marked the beginning of the White Australia Policy, which limited migration to white-skinned Europeans, predominantly of British heritage. 2 In the decades following federation, Australia’s openness to migration fluctuated. The government limited migration during the Great Depression of the 1930s, before strongly encouraging it in the immediate aftermath of World War II in 1945. With the government promoting a ‘populate or perish’ policy, Australia’s migrant population increased at an unforeseen rate in the post-war period. 3 Simultaneously, the government progressively dismantled the White Australia Policy between 1949 and 1973, officially adopting a policy of Multiculturalism in 1979. 4

It was not until the 1980s and 1990s that deregulation of the national labour market normalised temporary migrant labour in Australia. In particular, the introduction of the 457 visa scheme in 1996 allowed a significant number of high-skilled professionals to temporarily live and work in Australia. 5 Since the mid-2000s, hundreds of thousands, possibly millions, of international students and holidaymakers have entered the temporary labour market. 6 More recently, the Seasonal Workers Programme has been introduced to address development goals for the Pacific region and to fill labour gaps in particular industries, including horticulture. 7

Unlike most other OECD countries, Australia still has no general low-wage migrant labour program. 8 Some attribute this to Australia’s historical hostility towards temporary foreign workers, and the recency of their presence in Australia. 9 Australia’s current temporary working population of 736,124 10 primarily consists of skilled temporary workers on 457 visas, international students, working holiday makers and workers in the Seasonal Workers Programme, 11 in addition to approximately 100,000 unauthorised workers. 12

The only categories of low-wage temporary migrant workers with a dedicated regulatory framework are skilled temporary workers (457 visa-holders) and workers under the small Seasonal Workers scheme. Working holiday makers and international students are still not conceptualised as part of the Australian workforce, despite constituting a major component of it. These groups, existing within a gap between employment and migration law, are particularly vulnerable to mistreatment by their employers. They are also largely invisible as workers, having only recently attracted broad public attention in the wake of Senate inquiries and two major media investigations. 13

This issues paper provides an overview of the situation of temporary migrant workers in Australia, including unauthorised workers. It commences by identifying the domestic and international legal frameworks governing temporary migrant workers in Australia. This is followed by an overview of the visa categories of temporary migrant workers in Australia, as well as categories of unauthorised workers. The paper then unpacks the structural factors that make various categories of temporary migrant workers especially vulnerable to mistreatment, and willing to acquiesce to ongoing mistreatment without complaint. This is followed by an overview of the main problems that temporary migrant workers face in connection with their employment in Australia. The paper concludes with a summary of the primary institutions and government programs that are in place for the protection of low-wage migrant workers. Programs provided by the non-government sector are set out in an appendix.

Though comprehensive policy recommendations are beyond the scope of this paper, the discussion demonstrates the need for significant reforms to policy, law and practice to address systemic mistreatment of temporary migrant workers in Australia and to ensure that protective laws and programs are effectively implemented and enforced. 14

---

1 Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901 (Cth).
3 See the Immigration Restriction Act 1901 (Cth) which gave immigration officials a virtually unfettered discretion which they exercised in a racially discriminatory way pursuant to the White Australia Policy; see also Migration Heritage Centre, 1901 Immigration Restriction Act, 2011, <http://www.migrationheritage.nsw.gov.au/exhibition/objects/time/immigration-restriction-act>.
4 Brian Carroll, From Barton to Fraser (Cassell Australia, 1978).
5 See, eg, objects of the Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs Act 1979 (Cth).
6 Migration Regulations (Amendment) 1996 No 76 (Cth).
7 Laurie Berg, Migrants at Work: Law’s Precariousness at the Intersection of Immigration and Labour (Routledge, 2016) 51.
9 Berg, above n 7, 51.
12 This excludes New Zealanders who may undertake unlimited work on dedicated temporary visas.
15 A comprehensive analysis of forced labour, as well as the experience of higher waged migrant workers, is also outside the scope of this issues paper.
1 THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK GOVERNING TEMPORARY MIGRANT WORKERS

1.1 Domestic Legal Framework

Under Australia’s federal legal system, migrant workers’ immigration status and employment rights are governed by a combination of national laws and the laws and court systems of each Australian state or territory.16

At the national (Commonwealth) level, the Migration Act 1958 (Cth) (‘Migration Act’) contains Australia’s immigration regulatory framework, including control of arrivals and presence of non-citizens; decision-making processes for granting, refusing or cancelling visas; criminal offences for breaching visa conditions; and a review system for challenging visa decisions. The Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) (‘Migrations Regulations’) establish each visa category, along with the rights and conditions that are attached to those visas.17 The Department of Immigration and Border Protection (‘DIBP’) makes initial decisions regarding visas, sponsorship and nominations, and the Migration and Refugee Division of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (‘AAT’) reviews contested DIBP decisions.18

The Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (‘Fair Work Act’) is the main legislation governing employee-employer relationships in most Australian workplaces. It provides minimum entitlements,19 allows for flexible work arrangements,20 ensures fairness at work (through, for example, the regulation of unfair dismissal)21 and prevents discrimination.22 Implementation and enforcement of this legislation is supported by Australia’s national workplace relations tribunal, the Fair Work Commission (‘FWC’), which is responsible for establishing minimum wage and working conditions, and resolving disputes between employers and employees.23 The Fair Work Act and its National Employment Standards only cover employers and employees who are part of the national Fair Work system.24 They do not, for example, cover employees of ‘sole traders’, such as domestic workers who are on 403 visas, international student visas or on working holiday visas.25 They also may not cover workers in an irregular status, as discussed in Section 3.11 below.

Each state and territory also has its own Work Health and Safety (‘WHS’) legislation, which it is responsible for regulating and enforcing.26 In January 2012, many states and territories adopted uniform WHS legislation which included a WHS Act, regulations, codes and a national enforcement policy.27 Safe Work Australia is the national body which oversees the development of WHS laws and workers’ compensation policy.28 This framework imposes a primary duty of care on employers to ensure workers are not exposed to risks to their health and safety. There is also a regime for the enforcement of these regulations and codes which includes workers’ compensation claims and prosecutions for those in breach of WHS laws.29

The criminal law of each state and territory protects all workers from forced labour and trafficking,30 and from physical31 and sexual assault.32

Alongside the Fair Work Act,33 the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth) (‘Sex Discrimination Act’) protects workers from sexual harassment in the workplace and in the provision of accommodation. The Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)34 (‘Racial Discrimination Act’)

---

17 Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) sch 2. An overview of visa categories is contained in Section 2 of this issues paper.
18 Administrative Appeals Tribunal, Migration & Refugee Division, Australian Government <http://www.mrt-nt.gov.au/>; Prior to 1 July 2015 this function was performed by the Migration Review Tribunal.
19 See, eg, Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) s 284.
21 Ibid s 385, 390. For a discussion of unfair dismissal laws, see Section 4.5.2 of this issues paper.
22 See, eg, Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) s 351(1). For greater detail on discrimination laws, see Section 4.5.1 of this issues paper.
24 Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) ss 13, 14.
25 See also The Salvation Army and Walk Free Foundation, Improving Protection for Migrant Domestic Workers in Australia: Policy Brief, June 2015, 7 citing Industrial Relations Act 1979 (WA) s 7 (‘employee means – (a) any person employed by an employer to do work for hire or reward (b) but does not include any person engaged in domestic service in a private home’).
27 Ibid.
30 See, eg, Crimes Code 1995 (Cth) divs 270, 271, s 370-6A. Forced labour and trafficking are addressed in Section 4.8 and in Appendix C of this issues paper.
31 Crimes Act 1900 (ACT) pt 3; Crimes Act 1900 (NSW) s 59, 61; Criminal Code Act 1990 (NT) ss 188, 188A; Criminal Code Act 1899 (QLD) ss 335, 339, 340, 346; Criminal Code Act 1924 (Tas) ss 183, 184, 184A; Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) s 31; Criminal Code Act 1913 (WA) ss 313, 317A, 318. Physical abuse is addressed in Section 4.4.2 of this issues paper.
32 Crimes Code 1995 (Cth) s 614-K; Criminal Code Act 1983 (NT) ss 3, 192, 192B; Criminal Code Act 1899 (QLD) ss 1, 347-349, 352; Criminal Code Act 1924 (Tas) s 1, 127A, 185; Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) ss 35, 38-43; Criminal Code Act 1913 (WA) ss 319, 325, 326. Sexual violence is addressed in Section 4.4.1 of this issues paper.
33 Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth) s 9(1).
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1.2 International Legal Framework

Australia has ratified a broad range of United Nations (‘UN’) human rights treaties and International Labour Organisation (‘ILO’) conventions that establish obligations to temporary migrant workers. These include seven of the ten core international human rights instruments.41 Under these treaties, Australia is required to respect, protect and fulfil the rights of all migrant workers across a range of areas, including:

- The right to work42 in favourable conditions43 which safeguard migrants’ political and economic freedoms.44 Australia must recognise the right of all migrant workers to be free from slavery and compulsory labour.45 It must take measures to prevent trafficking and protect trafficking victims46; and must suppress47 forced labour.48 In addition, Australia is obligated to protect children and young persons from economic and social exploitation in the workplace.49
- The right to be free from discrimination. Australia must prohibit discrimination50 as well as any national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence.51
- The right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.52 Australia must ensure that migrant workers are not subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.
- The right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food, water, clothing and housing.53
- The right to access health,54 education55 and social security56 benefits.
- Civil and political rights, including rights to: recognition as a person before the law;57 the affordance of due process;58 life;59 privacy,60 liberty and security of the person;61 and freedom of association.62 Depending on their visa status some migrant workers are also entitled to freedom of movement.63 In practice, however, where migrant workers are entitled to freedom of movement, they may be partially or wholly be restricted in their movement and communication.64

Discrimination Act’) protects workers from unfair treatment based on their ‘race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin’ or immigrant status65 in various areas of public life including employment, accommodation and accessing services.66

Although Australia has a robust social security framework providing access to health,67 education68 and other social services,69 temporary migrant workers are frequently excluded from its operation.70

Notes

40 See Section 4.7 of this issues paper for a detailed discussion.
41 Ibid art 6(2).
42 Ibid art 17.
43 Ibid art 6.
44 Ibid arts 9-16.
46 Specifically regarding the right to participate in trade unions: ICCPR art 22 (especially art 22(1)); ICESCR arts 8(1). In addition, migrant workers should also not lose the right to vote in the elections of their countries of origin upon migrating overseas: ICCPR art 25.
47 Note that ICCPR art 12 distinguishes between documented and irregular workers by providing that ‘everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence’. (Emphasis added).
48 See Section 4.6 of this issues paper for examples.
The right of all migrant workers - as national, ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities - to participate in the cultural life of their community, and to freedom of thought, conscience and religion.

Family rights. All individuals, irrespective of their migrant status, have the right to family protection. Additionally, Australia must respect and put in place measures that recognise the special vulnerabilities of children of migrant workers.

Australia has not yet ratified the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families (‘ICRMW’), which establishes more detailed state obligations with respect to migrant workers. Despite the recommendation of the 2011 Universal Periodic Review to ratify or consider ratifying the ICRMW, the Australian Government has stated that it does not intend to become a party to the ICRMW because it perceives existing protections for migrant workers as adequate.

Australia has obligations to migrant workers under a range of ILO conventions, including obligations regarding the promotion of equal treatment and opportunity in employment. These ILO obligations extend to all workers irrespective of their nationality or immigration status, including migrant workers in an irregular status, unless otherwise stated. Australia is yet to ratify several Conventions and Protocols that establish significant further protections for especially vulnerable groups of migrant workers. These include the ILO Domestic Workers Convention 2011 (No 189), and the recent Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention of 1930.

For a list of Australia’s ratification status in relation to international human rights treaties relevant to the protection of the rights of migrant workers, please see Appendix A.

2 LOW WAGE MIGRANT WORKERS – AN OVERVIEW OF MAJOR VISA CATEGORIES

Although temporary migrants constitute a substantial portion of the Australian workforce, unlike countries such as the United States and Canada, Australia does not have a large official low-wage guest-worker program. Rather, low-wage work is performed by workers on a variety of visas, some of which are not primarily work visas. The following sections set out the major categories of temporary resident visas, as established in the Migration Regulations, made under the Migration Act. Further categories of temporary work visas are set out in Appendix B.

### Temporary visa grants 2013-14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Grants 2013-14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visitors</td>
<td>3,969,215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Holiday Makers</td>
<td>239,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>292,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Work (Skilled)</td>
<td>98,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Graduate</td>
<td>22,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Temporary Visas</td>
<td>83,034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,705,339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Visitor visas are reported as offshore grants only and exclude a small number where the client is onshore.
2. Excludes subclass 457 Independent Executive.
3. Excludes Bridging visas.

---


70 See Appendix A of this issues paper.


73 Australia is also yet to ratify the ILO Domestic Workers Convention 2011 (No 189), the International Labour Organisation Migration for Employment Convention (Revised) 1949 (ILO C-97), the International Labour Organisation Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention 1978 concerning Migrations in Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of Opportunity and Treatment of Migrant Workers (ILO C-143; Protocol of 2014 to the Forced Labour Convention 1930, opened for signature 11 June 2014 (Geneva, 110th ILC Session) (not yet entered into force).

74 Migration Act 1958 (Cth); Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) reg 2.01–2.02.
2.1 International Students

International students in Australia study in secondary and tertiary education institutions on the Student (Temporary) (Class TU) visa.75 On 31 December 2014 there were 303,171 international student visa holders in Australia.76 By one estimate, there are over 200,000 international students in casual part-time or full-time paid employment in Australia at any one time throughout the year – up to two per cent of the Australian workforce.77

International students are allowed to work part-time during their studies78 and are covered by the Fair Work Act, but have no dedicated legal regime for their labour market protection.79 The DIBP is responsible for international student visas in Australia and the Department of Education and Training (‘DET’) oversees all students in Australia, although neither department closely monitors the employment conditions of international students.80 While there is no comprehensive data concerning the employment of international students, scholars observe that students generally work in service-based industries, such as retail, cleaning and taxi-driving.81

Most student visas limit their work to 40 hours per fortnight during course sessions, with unlimited work allowed during breaks.82 The 40 hour working limit pushes international students into ‘casualised and uncertain’ work,83 as well as into unauthorised work.84 Purposeful or inadvertent breaches of the Class TU visa conditions, including the 40 hour fortnightly work limit, can trigger visa cancellation, mandatory detention and removal from Australia.85 The consequences of working beyond the 40 hour limit make international students particularly susceptible to mistreatment as discussed in Section 4 of this issues paper, and as demonstrated in a recent media investigation of 7-Eleven workers.86

International students are also eligible for the subclass 485 Temporary Graduate Visa, comprising the Graduate Work stream and the Post-Study Work stream, discussed in Appendix B.

2.2 Skilled Temporary Worker Programs

The subclass 457 visa scheme was introduced in 1996 to fill temporary skill gaps in Australia’s labour market.87 As of 31 March 2015, the number of 457 visa holders in Australia was 106,750.88 The 457 is a flexible scheme that has been responsible for normalising temporary labour migration in Australia, particularly of high-skilled workers.89 457 visa holders are allowed to work in Australia for up to four years, after which further visas may be granted. 457 visa holders are required to work for a specified sponsor, in a specified occupation.90 457 holders are covered by the National Employment Standards which set minimum standards for Australian workers such as maximum weekly hours, as well as modern awards91 and their partners and children have the right to work in any occupation without the restrictions of the primary visa holder.92 However, 457 visa holders can

---

75 Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) sch 8 cl 8535(c). To be eligible, students must demonstrate evidence of their ability to fund their tuition fees, airfare, $18,610 per year for personal living expenses and adequate English proficiency.
78 International students’ partners may also be allowed to work on secondary visas: Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) schs 5A–5B, sch 8 cl 8104.
79 Reilly, above n 77, 181-208.
80 See the following sections of this issues paper for further information: 5.1.3 (‘Department of Immigration and Border Protection’) and 5.1.6 (‘Department of Education and Training’).
81 Peter Mares, ‘Fear and Instrumentalism: Australian Policy Responses to Migration from the Global South’ (2011) 100(415)
82 Peter Mares, Submission 2 to Senate Standing Committees on International Migration in Australia for up to four years, after which further visas may be granted. 457 visa holders are required to work for a specified sponsor, in a specified occupation.90 457 holders are covered by the National Employment Standards which set minimum standards for Australian workers such as maximum weekly hours, as well as modern awards91 and their partners and children have the right to work in any occupation without the restrictions of the primary visa holder.92 However, 457 visa holders can
only be employed in occupations deemed to be in shortage in the domestic economy and listed on the Consolidated Sponsored Occupations List.90 The main pathways for permanent residence that 457 workers use are the Employer Nomination Scheme and the Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme, and both of these rely on employer sponsorship.94 Indeed, both schemes offer various concessions to applicants who are sponsored by the same employer as that which sponsored their 457 visa. This creates an incentive for workers to remain with an employer despite mistreatment.

The program has undergone legislative reform in response to national inquiries and continuing criticism.95 This has included the introduction of several safeguards to protect 457 workers, such as the extension in 2013 of the period between an employer’s termination of sponsorship and visa cancellation to 90 days, giving the worker longer to find an alternate job and sponsor before he or she is subject to removal.96 Reform in 2009 required that sponsors accord ‘no less favourable’ conditions to migrant workers than their Australian counterparts.97

### 2.2.1 Labour Agreements - Designated Area Migration Agreements

The 457 visa contains a variety of streams, including the labour agreements stream designed for semi-skilled workers.98 Labour agreements pose unique risks for temporary migrant workers because the conditions of sponsorship are determined through specialised employer-DIBP agreements, which fall outside of the standard 457 regulations.99 Although sponsors are still bound by core 457 sponsorship obligations, such as the ‘no less favourable’ requirement, the agreement conditions are less visible and less standardised. Not being governed by statute, the conditions can remain hidden, treated as ‘Commercial-in-Confidence’.100 As executive arrangements, they are vulnerable to swift and radical alteration without public or parliamentary consultation.101 In August 2014, the Government introduced a new form of labour agreement, a Designated Area Migration Agreement (‘DAMA’).102 DAMAs are special agreements that allow designated regional areas to have wages that are up to 10 per cent lower than the Temporary Skilled Migration Threshold (‘TMSIT’), which is approximately $48,510.103 DAMAs allow sponsoring employees to negotiate concessions on standard 457 salary and English requirements.104 In conjunction with the higher associated cost of living in regional areas, lower salaries may undermine an employee’s ability to independently support themselves.105

### 2.3 Working Holiday Makers

The Working Holiday Maker (‘WHM’) program is comprised of the Working Holiday (subclass 417) and the Work and Holiday (subclass 462) visa programs. At December 31 2014 there were 154,599 temporary migrants on 417 visas and 6,342 temporary migrants on 462 visas (160,941 in total).106 WHM visas permit temporary migrants between 18 and 30 years old from over 30 countries107 to work while holidaying in Australia. To be eligible applicants must meet the health, character and financial requirements, and cannot be accompanied by dependent children.108 Subclass 462 applicants must additionally have functional English and have completed at least two years of undergraduate university study.109 In Australia, WHM visa holders are entitled to work for 12 months, but only six months with any one employer,110 unless granted permission by the DIBP.111

Since November 2005, WHM visa holders can apply for a second visa if they have spent three months undertaking ‘specified
work’ in mining, construction or agriculture in regional Australia.112 This creates a strong incentive for WHMs who would like to stay another year in Australia to undertake and complete three months of specified work.

The WHM program was not originally conceived as a working visa, and consequently WHMs have not traditionally been seen as a vulnerable working population. Scholars argue that the regulatory framework for WHMs needs to be improved.113 Indeed some leading academics argue that the WHM visa should be reconceptualised not as a ‘cultural exchange’ visa,114 but primarily a work visa with secondary tourism and cultural benefits.115 Without reform, employers who employ working holiday makers will continue to be exempt from sponsorship and associated reporting obligations applicable to the employment of temporary migrant workers under the 457 visa scheme.116 Due to under-resourcing, the Fair Work Ombudsman (‘FWO’) is unable to systematically monitor employers’ compliance with their employment obligations, although the FWO has been engaged in a specific campaign targeting WHMs in regional areas.117

### 2.4 Seasonal Workers Programme

The Seasonal Worker Programme (‘SWP’) is a small and heavily regulated guest worker program, which is overseen by both the DIBP and the Department of Employment. It aims to both provide seasonal employment to workers from the Pacific Islands and East Timor, and to help Australian employers in certain industries find labour.118 Participants in this Programme must be citizens of and residents in Timor-Leste, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu or Vanuatu.119 The main industry that migrant workers in this Programme can work in is horticulture, and in limited locations, they may work in tourist accommodation, sugar cane farming, aquaculture or cotton farming.120 Migrant workers in the Programme must hold a 416 visa, which allows them to work in Australia for an ‘approved employer’, for 14 weeks to 6 months.121 The visa holder cannot bring their family with them and there is no option to renew the visa and no path to permanent residency.

Sponsors of migrant workers under this Programme must be approved by the Australian Government and become an ‘approved employer’ before they can recruit seasonal workers.122 These employers are subject to industrial regulations specific to their industry and the FWO monitors arrangements between workers and employers.123 Sponsors also have obligations under the Migration Regulations. In particular, they must provide records and information to the DIBP,124 co-operate with inspectors,125 and provide a reasonable standard of accommodation.126 This formal monitoring scheme for the SWP provides far greater protection to workers than other visa categories, such as student and WHM visas.

There is anecdotal evidence of underpayment of seasonal workers,127 but no reports suggest that this is a pervasive issue. The Australian Institute of Criminology’s 2011 report on the initial pilot program noted that some workers reported instances of inappropriate infrastructure, accommodation and pastoral care.128 The Institute suggested these transgressions of labour rights are not specific to seasonal workers, but affect all migrant workers in horticulture and other low-paying industries.129 Additionally, the Institute’s report notes there is legal complexity in Australian industrial agreements in general, due to variation by state or territory jurisdiction and employment sector, which means that the specific conditions for each worker may vary.130
Currently, the program remains small, and not all available places are filled. Although the cap on 416 visa grants has increased from 2000 to 2500, and actual grants have increased from 1473 to 2014 between 2012-13 and 2013-14, this total remains insignificant in the context of the Australian horticulture industry, which employs between 75,000 and 175,000 workers annually. This is likely partly the result of the prevalence of undocumented migrant workers and WHMs in the horticulture industry, especially since the WHM second-year extension option was introduced. However, in the Northern Australia White Paper, released earlier this year, the Government outlined its plan to expand the SWP by: extending the number of industries participants can work in; removing the minimum 14 week stay requirement; abolishing the national cap on the number of workers able to participate; and extending the number of countries from the Pacific Island Forum that are eligible. These changes align with several recommendations in the World Bank’s Australia’s Seasonal Workers Program: Demand-side Constraints and Suggested Reforms report, which outlines reasons why potential employers have been slow to participate in the current program. Given the planned changes to make the SWP more attractive to potential employers, the program is likely to grow in scale over the coming years, demanding close monitoring to ensure that the current worker protections under the SWP are maintained.

2.5 Unauthorised Workers

It is estimated that there are between 50,000 to 100,000 people working in Australia without permission at any one time. They may be unauthorised to work in one of two ways. First, workers may attain an irregular immigration status in Australia, usually by overstaying their visas, and are then considered “unlawful non-citizens” under the Migration Act. Second, workers may perform work in an unauthorised status if they work when their visa does not permit them to do so.

It is an offence under section 235 of the Migration Act for an unlawful non-citizen to perform work in Australia, whether for reward or otherwise. There is an emerging line of cases that limit employment rights and contract enforceability for unauthorised workers based on the criminalisation of their work, as discussed in Section 3.11 ('Further Barriers to Accessing Remedies').

Under criminal offences introduced in 2007, an employer breaches the Migration Act if it employs workers in an irregular status. Workers are unlikely to report an employer’s breach as they face detention upon discovery of their irregular immigration status.

2.5.1 Visa Overstayers

The DIBP estimated that around 62,100 people were unlawfully remaining in Australia following the expiry or cancellation of their visa, as of 30 June 2014. The majority of visa overstayers are those who have overstayed visitor (tourist) visas. The top three countries of citizenship for visa overstayers are the People’s Republic of China, Malaysia and the United States of America. It is estimated that half of visa overstayers in Australia work, because they are ineligible for government services and support due to their irregular migration status.
2.5.2 Visas without Permission to Work

Some temporary visas carry no working rights, including visitor visas and Bridging Visa D, which is a short stay visa providing time for the holder to lodge a substantive visa application or leave. Asylum seekers are usually granted Bridging Visa E ('BVE') pending the determination of their application for asylum, with no entitlement to work. As of February 2014, over 19,000 asylum seekers were living in the community holding BVEs.147

In September 2014, there were over one million temporary visa holders in Australia with limited or no permission to work.148 The Australian Government speculates that a ‘significant number’ may be working in breach of their visas conditions, though this figure is difficult to quantify because much of the work is hidden to avoid detection.149 A visa may be cancelled for breach of a condition, which includes working contrary to a no-work condition.150 If an officer knows or reasonably suspects that a non-citizen holds a visa that may be cancelled, the officer must detain that person.151 There has been an attempt to soften the harsh consequence of detention through the introduction of the Assisted Voluntary Return program.152 While this program does allow migrants in an irregular visa status to come forward and leave Australia voluntarily, through granting a short term Bridging Visa, it has been argued that this process is not truly ‘voluntary’ because people who are classed as unlawful non-citizens have no other way to support themselves.153

For discussion of further categories of visas associated with temporary migrant work, see Appendix B.

3 STRUCTURAL FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE VULNERABILITY OF LOW-WAGE MIGRANT WORKERS

Low wage migrant workers in Australia are particularly vulnerable to mistreatment and violations of their employment rights and other legal rights across a range of areas, as discussed in Section 4. This section identifies the main systemic factors that contribute to workers’ vulnerability and undermine their ability to protest mistreatment and enforce their rights in the workplace and elsewhere.

3.1 Temporary Migration Status

Workers’ temporary migration status often makes them more likely to accept poor working and living conditions in order to maintain their visa status, avoid deportation or, for eligible visa holders, gain permanent residency.154 The coerciveness and uncertainty of temporary migration status can reconstitute temporary workers’ employment relationships in ways that create...
or perpetuate their susceptibility to poor working conditions and labour law violations. This is especially the case for workers engaged in jobs or activities that do not fall within the conditions of their visa, or who have overstayed their visa. Because the consequence of unauthorised work is generally automatic visa cancellation and removal, a law-violating employer can use the threat of reporting the worker to the DIBP as leverage against the worker protesting the conditions and asserting her rights. For example, international students can face visa cancellation and deportation if they exceed the 40 hours of work per fortnight that they are allowed under their visa. As breach of this condition is a ground for visa cancellation and removal, students who have worked more than the permitted 40 hours can in practice lose their ability to claim basic employment law protections due to fear of detection or reporting to DIBP by their employer.

Employer-sponsored visas, such as the 457 visa and domestic work 403 visa, create powerful disincentives against protesting employer mistreatment or leaving a job that has substandard work conditions. Indeed, the additional layer of dependence created by the tying of migration status to employment can intensify the inherently unequal nature of employment relationships. In the case of the 457 visa, the worker would risk not only their ability to stay in the country, but also their path to employer-sponsored permanent residence, as both are dependent on continued sponsorship. Although this pressure has been relieved for some workers through the recent extension of time in which a 457 visa holder may remain in Australia and look for alternative work if she leaves her employer, some 457 holders still believe that their sponsoring employer has the ability to cancel their visa with the associated consequence of removal from Australia. As was stated by the director of the migration sponsor in Jones v Hannsen Pty Ltd, 457 visa holders ‘will sign anything’ because they are ‘frightened of … being sent back’.

3.2 Language

Many low-wage migrant workers from non-English speaking countries have relatively poor English language skills. A lack of working fluency in written and spoken English can impair the ability of migrant workers to read work contracts, negotiate fair working conditions and understand Australian workplace rights. It also impedes migrant workers’ awareness and understanding of the systems in place and organisations available to support them, and may undermine their ability or confidence to complain to their employer or external agencies about mistreatment.

3.3 Lack of Political Agency

Temporary migrant workers generally lack the capacity of Australian citizens to participate in the political and legal system that determines their rights at work, and are reliant on others to advocate for their rights and demand reform.

3.4 Economic Vulnerability

Low wage migrant workers are often driven to migrate for work (or to work while studying or holidaying in Australia) due to their limited financial resources. Their economic vulnerability upon arrival is compounded by the high cost of living in Australia, and sometimes by below minimum wage conditions when they commence work. International students face particular financial pressure due to their substantial university fees and living expenses, and the limits placed on the number of hours they can work. Payments and indebtedness to labour-hire contractors, migration agents and other intermediaries further contribute to migrant workers’ economic vulnerability. For example, in some cases, migrant workers have paid a deposit or bond in their country of origin, or prior to coming to Australia have agreed to repay the cost of their recruitment and travel through wages. These conditions, and economic vulnerability more generally, can make migrant workers financially dependent on their employer and reluctant to leave or complain about their employment despite substandard conditions.
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3.5 Age

International students and WHMs are often young, mostly ranging from 18 to 30 years.168 As a result, many lack experience in the workforce and have limited skills and training, which can place them in unsafe positions and exacerbate the power differential with their employer.169 Both groups generally also enter the workforce in Australia without family and other community support mechanisms nearby.170

3.6 Non-classification as Workers

Because significant groups of migrant workers such as international students are not primarily classified as ‘workers’, their role in the Australian workforce and the issues they face are often invisible.171 According to Associate Professor Joo-Cheong Tham, the failure to address and track employment of international students within government policy and oversight frameworks has created a structural risk of non-compliance with labour laws by their employers.172 Similar issues are encountered by WHMs, who for government policy and regulatory oversight purposes, are regarded primarily as holidaying backpackers rather than workers. Both groups have however been targeted as vulnerable populations by the FWO for investigative purposes.

3.7 Geographical Isolation

Many migrant workers, particularly WHMs and those on 457 visas, work in factories or on farms in remote rural areas which makes it difficult for them to seek assistance and access services when their employment and other legal rights are violated. For example, their geographical isolation may prevent them from obtaining legal advice from trade unions or other legal service providers, or contacting the FWO about poor working conditions.173 More fundamentally, their isolation may contribute to a lack of awareness about their workplace rights or availability of assistance and community support, and may consequently increase their dependence on their employer or labour-hire contractor as their primary information source.

3.8 Under-Regulated Industries

The industries in which migrant workers are employed are often under-regulated, and noncompliance with labour laws is common. Industries such industrial cleaning, taxi driving and hospitality, for example, are commonly associated with poor working conditions.174 A recent audit by the FWO of 578 cleaning businesses found that 38 per cent of businesses were noncompliant with Australian labour laws.175 Poor working conditions are also associated with the agriculture and meatworks industries,176 particularly for WHMs and workers in an irregular status.177 Migrant workers often find these fruit-picking and harvesting jobs through labour-hire contractors whom farmers engage in order to avoid dealing directly with workforce recruitment and management, thereby distancing themselves from responsibility for worker treatment or for hiring workers in an irregular status.178 The nature of the work in these under-regulated industries also often involves a high level of exposure to physical hazards that can be accompanied by a failure to comply with workplace, health and safety laws, as discussed in Section 4.3 below (‘Work Conditions’).179

3.9 Conditions Relatively Better Than Home

Some migrant workers may acquiesce to substandard conditions despite awareness of violation of their rights under Australian law because the employment conditions are still better than those in their home country.180

---
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3.10 Labour-Hire Contracting

Migrant workers are made especially vulnerable and less able to access redress when they work under a labour-hire contracting arrangement.181 These situations generally involve a triangular work arrangement where an intermediary (the labour-hire contractor) supplies migrant workers to a company and assumes all responsibility for their wages.182 Labour-hire contracting is prevalent among migrant workers employed to work on farms, where contractors can take advantage of them by paying a reduced wage in return for sourcing employment, providing housing and transporting them to and from their workplace.183 This leaves migrant workers in a precarious situation as there is no legal framework governing labour-hire contractors and migrant workers can find it difficult to identify their employer and seek appropriate remedies, especially when fly-by-night labour-hire contractors disappear.184

3.11 Further Barriers to Accessing Remedies

Low-wage migrant workers face both jurisdictional and practical barriers to accessing remedies for violations of Australian labour laws. All those working legally on any visa should be covered by Australia’s extensive labour laws. However there are a number of areas in which migrant workers are jurisdictionally excluded from pursuing remedies for employment-related harms. For example, as discussed in Section 1.1 (‘Domestic Legal Framework’) above, the Fair Work Act and other industrial relations protections do not apply to certain categories of employees, such as domestic workers and other employees of individual employers. Some courts have also held that unauthorised workers may not be covered by the Fair Work Act provisions against unfair dismissal,185 or by state legislation on worker’s compensation.186 These decisions regard as invalid the employment contract under which undocumented migrant workers were employed, because it is a criminal offence to work without a valid visa.187 By extension, undocumented workers may also not be covered by other provisions in the Fair Work Act on minimum working standards and minimum wages.188 Taking this a step further, in a recent industrial tribunal decision an employment contract held by a worker in an irregular status was found to be void for illegality and therefore not a valid basis for claiming unpaid wages, due to contravention of the section 235 offence.189 Though this signals a troubling direction that Australian courts and tribunals may take, case law in this area remains fragmented and somewhat inconsistent amongst different states and territories,190 and there is no High Court authority on this issue.

Migrant workers are also jurisdictionally excluded from accessing the Fair Entitlements Guarantee (’FEG’) which assists people to obtain outstanding employee entitlements upon the liquidation or bankruptcy of employers.191 Temporary visa holders are ineligible for payments under the FEG Act, which only applies to Australian citizens, permanent visa and special category visa holders.192 For example, in a 2013 case, a Victorian cleaning services group went into administration leaving $2.3 million in unpaid wages to 2500 workers.193 The employee base included 300 international students who, unlike other workers, were unable to recover their pay.194

Even where temporary workers have workers’ compensation entitlements, these may not be the same as Australian citizens or permanent residents. For example, in 2010, a 457 visa holder was severely injured while driving for work. The Northern Territory WorkSafe scheme paid the worker’s medical bills, as well as 75 per cent of her original salary as compensation.195 Citizens and
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permanent residents are entitled to have these wage payments continue until the age of 67. However, as a temporary migrant, this worker’s long term rights were unclear. Although this worker’s situation was resolved by the grant of a permanent visa as the result of political and media intervention, other temporary migrant workers still face uncertainty should similar circumstances arise.

The practical factors limiting low-wage migrant workers’ access to remedies mirror those that establish vulnerabilities to mistreatment in the first place, as discussed earlier in this section. The most prominent practical factor is the fear of jeopardising their right to remain in Australia, as addressed above in Section 3.1 (‘Temporary Migration Status’). Additionally, the long timelines for investigation provide a disincentive to seeking remedy. Trade unions have noted that temporary visa workers often leave the country before any claim for unfair working conditions or payment can be completed.

There is no visa that would allow workers to remain in the country for the purpose of enforcing their employment rights. However there is a temporary right to stay under Bridging Visa F for those in an irregular status who have been identified as victims of trafficking or slavery. This visa provides the holder time to consider whether to assist in police investigations of trafficking. However, in order to obtain this visa, the Australian Federal Police (‘AFP’) must write to the DIBP notifying them that the visa applicant is a suspected trafficking victim. Less than 40 Bridging Visa F grants have been made per year, between 2004 and 2011.

4 MAIN FORMS OF MISTREATMENT ENCOUNTERED BY MIGRANT WORKERS

4.1 Wage Underpayment

4.1.1 Underpayment of Wages and Entitlements

A range of studies, submissions, reports and media programs have indicated that low-wage migrant workers in Australia are commonly not paid the full wages to which they are entitled under Australian law. Many are paid below the minimum wage of $17.29 per hour. For example, a 2005 study of 200 international students found that 58 per cent were being paid below the minimum wage. The Fair Work Ombudsman is tasked with investigating and enforcing any suspected minimum wage contraventions, and employers found to be in breach can receive penalties of up to $10,800 for an individual and $54,000 for a corporation.

In additional to underpayment, international students and 457 visa holders are especially susceptible to denial of core allowances such as sick leave, penalty rates and superannuation payments. For example, a recent survey of more than 200 international students found that 76 per cent did not receive mandatory penalty rates for weekend or night work. Employers are generally required to pay penalty rates to those who work public holidays, overtime, late night or early morning shifts and weekends, regardless of residence status. Annual leave and personal leave entitlements under the Fair Work Act also apply to all part time and full time employees covered by the national workplace relations system, including temporary residents. All employees who are over the age of 18 and are paid more than $450 per month before tax are also entitled to superannuation contributions of 9.5 per cent of ordinary earnings from their employer.

Though anecdotal evidence from service providers and others suggests that migrant worker wage underpayment is widespread, its full extent is difficult to measure because of the significant under-reporting discussed above in Section 3, and limited systematic oversight and investigation by government. This is particularly the case for WHMs and students for whom government
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does not track employment relationships, wages and work agreements. Despite the barriers to reporting, there have been numerous court proceedings that provide examples of cases in which migrant workers were not paid for weeks or months at a time, subsequently making them reliant on their employers for the provision of accommodation, food and transportation.

Access to remedies for wage underpayment is often difficult because employers frequently fail to keep records of wage payments, hindering courts from determining the full extent of underpayment and the compensation due. For example, in one case, a cafe owner in Perth did not pay three Chinese workers for at least 3 months while failing to keep any records or issue any payslips. The Federal Magistrates Court imposed a fine of $28,820 and reiterated the importance of record-keeping as a way for authorities to monitor migrant worker programs.

Migrant workers employed in a domestic capacity are also particularly vulnerable to unfair pay conditions. Often these individuals are unpaid and fraudulently promised residency, or are paid but have their pay unilaterally reduced over time, or are being paid essentially ‘national’ wages to reflect the wages paid in their home country. The Salvation Army has identified a range of gaps in labour laws regarding migrant domestic workers in private homes, and in their implementation (see also Appendix C on ‘Forced Labour and Human Trafficking’).

4.1.2 Unlawful Wage Deductions

In addition to underpaying low-wage migrant workers, trade unions and others have observed that employers also make improper deductions from migrant workers’ pay. For example, there are numerous cases of employers of migrant workers on 457 visas unlawfully deducting money from wages to satisfy debts accumulated prior to the employee’s arrival in Australia such as the costs associated with travel, living, migration agents and visas. In one case, the Australian Council of Trade Unions (‘ACTU’) documented 11 migrant workers on 457 visas who had amounts up to $1000 deducted from their pay without authorisation for the cost of their flight, visa, red card and agent commission payments. There is also a practice of Australian employers deducting grossly excessive amounts from workers’ wages for employer-supplied accommodation, which can be crowded and hardly habitable.

4.2 Excessive Work Hours

Migrant workers are regularly compelled to work excessive hours without appropriate breaks, in contravention of Australian labour standards. Indeed, 457 visa holders have been documented working up to 18 hours a day, seven days a week. The National Employment Standards in the Fair Work Act prescribe a maximum 38 hours of work per week for full time employees, with the exception of reasonable overtime. Employees are also entitled to paid and unpaid rest and meal breaks during work hours as should be reflected in their awards, enterprise agreements or other registered agreements.

Different categories of migrant workers are vulnerable to pressures to work excessive hours without complaint. For example, as noted above in Section 2.1 (‘International Students’), international students are in an especially precarious position when faced with unreasonable requests from employers, such as working additional hours at short notice. When they acquiesce to an employer’s demand to work extra hours beyond their permitted 40 hours per fortnight, the employer can then use the threat of reporting them to the DIBP to deter them from asserting their rights or reporting abuse. For example, in the cleaning industry...
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international student workers are frequently pushed to work over 40 hours, or risk losing their job.229 Another example of this conduct occurred when an international student working at a petrol station had his visa cancelled for one breach of the 40 hour limit which involved a choice between covering an absent employee’s shift or losing his job.230

The DIBP discovers international students in breach of their working hours restriction mostly through self-presentation to the DIBP to clarify immigration status. They are also reported by the community to the Immigration Dob-In Line231 and as a by-product of investigations into employers and particular industries.232 It can also be difficult for international students in certain industries to avoid exceeding the limit as the start and end time of their shift cannot be precisely anticipated.233 This has been recognised by the DIBP in the taxi industry where there is an informal understanding that a driver who has worked two 12 hour shifts has only completed a total of 20 hours as it is not unreasonable that the drivers would be taking breaks during their shifts.234

4.3 Work Conditions

Australia has a VHS framework that operates to protect workers from harm in the workplace, as set out in Section 1.1 (‘Domestic Legal Framework’). Nevertheless, migrant workers have been documented working under poor conditions that do not comply with Australian labour, health and safety laws and standards.235 Workers may acquiesce to poor working conditions because of their vulnerable position as described in Section 3.236

Migrant workers are especially vulnerable to health, safety and labour law violations because, as discussed in Section 3.8 (‘Under-Regulated Industries’) above, they work in industries that are physically hazardous and have relatively poor government oversight and regulation, such as hospitality, meat works, and agriculture.237 For example, a survey conducted by Underhill revealed that work practices in the agriculture industry can involve carrying excessive loads, working in extreme heat and not stopping for drinks breaks.238 In the meatworks industry, media recently documented the case of a migrant factory worker on a WHM visa who was forced to continue working after wetting his pants because he could not sustain an unreasonably high processing rate of 47 chickens per minute if he went to the bathroom.239 The excessive hours worked by migrant workers explored above also produce unsafe working conditions by leaving workers fatigued and at a higher risk of injury.

4.4 Physical and Sexual Abuse

Each Australian state and territory has legislation that criminalises physical240 and sexual241 assault of any person. In addition, the Sex Discrimination Act prohibits sexual harassment in the context of current or anticipated employment242 and in the provision of accommodation.243 Despite this regulatory framework, migrant workers of various visa categories are subject to physical and sexual violence and harassment in Australia’s industrial cleaning, meat works, hospitality, construction, manufacturing, agriculture and other low wage industries.244 These environments of violence and harassment may readily give rise to forced labour situations, or human trafficking.245

---
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4.4.1 Sexual Violence and Harassment

Sexual violence can be used by employers and labour hire contractors as part of a ‘larger package of exploitation and abuse of migrant workers’.246 Indeed, migrant workers whose visa status disincentivises reporting are particularly vulnerable to sexual violence – including workers in an irregular status, such as tourist visa holders and visa overstayers who are not authorised to work;247 and international students who must not exceed 40 hours of work per fortnight.248 Employers have been known to use the threat of reporting breaches of work conditions to demand sexual favours.249 According to Four Corners,250 instances of Asian migrant women being sexually assaulted and harassed at work are widespread. For example, WHMs have been asked for sexual favours in exchange for visa extensions.251 Refusal results in ‘working for nothing’ or paying a significant ‘cash lump sum’.252 Migrant workers on the WHM visa program are also vulnerable to sexual violence due to their tendency to work in geographically isolated sectors such as agriculture and meatworks.253 For example, a media investigation revealed the case of a Taiwanese WHM who was sexually harassed by her work supervisor at home, work and through mobile phone communications. Her eventual report to management resulted in her dismissal by the labour-hire contractor.254 The same supervisor propositioned sex in exchange for accommodation to another WHM.255 A WHM was taken to the home of her labour-hire contractor to collect her pay, upon which she was sexually assaulted. Despite her reporting of the incident to the business owner, they continued to use the same labour-hire contractor.256 These examples demonstrate the manner in which unsafe employer-supplied housing may increase the vulnerability of migrant workers, particularly women, to sexual violence.

4.4.2 Physical Abuse

Many cases of physical violence against migrant workers have been reported across the agriculture, construction, hospitality, manufacturing, and nursing industries.257 In a particularly egregious example from the construction industry, a migrant worker from the Cook Islands was physically abused by the employer throughout the 18 months of his employment, at one stage being assaulted with a claw hammer which broke his jaw and permanently blinded his right eye.258 The employer was later found guilty of inflicting grievous bodily harm and sentenced to two years prison, with an order to pay $136,018 compensation to the victim.259 In Singh, Surinder, a temporary business entry (Class UC) visa holder who worked in the hospitality industry reported ‘being locked in the restaurant from time to time with no way to leave … of his own free will’260 and ‘manhandling’.261 These cases are likely the tip of the iceberg, with under-reporting common for reasons discussed in Section 3.11 (‘Barriers to Accessing Remedies’).

4.5 Discrimination and Unfair Dismissal

All people working legally in Australia, including workers who are not Australian citizens or permanent residents, are protected under Australian workplace law.262 As outlined in Section 1.1 (‘Domestic Legal Framework’), it is unclear whether these protections extend to unauthorised workers. Migrant workers encounter discrimination in their workplace and some are subject to unfair dismissal. As in other areas, there is likely significant under-reporting of these violations, as many migrant workers remain unaware of their rights and entitlements to access remedies for discrimination and unfair dismissal. However, even where migrant workers are aware of their rights, they may not be inclined to give effect to them. The reasons for this are outlined in Section 3 (‘Structural Factors’).
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4.5.1 Discrimination

Under Australian workplace laws, unlawful workplace discrimination occurs when an employer takes adverse action against an employee or prospective employee because of their race, colour, national extraction, social origin or other protected grounds. All workers who are part of the Fair Work system are protected by the Fair Work Act discrimination provisions and can make a complaint via telephone or online to the FWO, or to the FWC. Workers who have been dismissed for a discriminatory purpose must lodge an application to the FWC within 21 days. These workplace-specific discrimination protections operate concurrently with the Racial Discrimination Act which prohibits unfair treatment because of a migrant workers’ ‘race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin’ or immigrant status in various areas of public life including employment. Standing to lodge a complaint is not affected by a person’s immigration status, and consequently, an unauthorised worker should, in principle, be able to lodge a complaint.

Common problems faced by 457 visa holders alleging discrimination include not being paid overtime, working longer hours than non-visa employees, limited access to sick leave, dismissal for taking sick leave, dismissal because of pregnancy, overcharges on rent or other expenses organised by the employer, and sexual harassment.

International students have reported racial discrimination including experiencing difficulties in securing jobs due to their name, manner of speaking or appearance, and ‘overt bigotry’ while at work. However, some have attributed unfriendliness in the workplace to other structural factors. Some international students also perceive discrimination relating to temporary residence status, reporting the assignment of ‘hard’ jobs to foreigners and ‘easy’, ‘good’ jobs for locals. There are also examples of clear discrimination in wages between local and foreign workers. For example, at a cucumber farm in Queensland, Taiwanese and Hong Kong visa workers were paid $12 to $14 an hour, while an Australian worker performing the same tasks earned over $20 an hour.

4.5.2 Unfair Dismissal

Under the Fair Work Act, a worker can file a claim for unfair dismissal with the Fair Work Commission if they were dismissed in a harsh, unjust or unreasonable manner. The Australian Human Rights Commission (‘AHRC’) can also receive discrimination complaints for unfair dismissal, and has received a number of complaints from 457 visa workers that include dismissal for taking sick leave. For example, one migrant worker was made to work after breaking a wrist and was dismissed for taking sick leave, while another was only given four-weeks’ notice after informing his employer of his cancer diagnosis.

Australian tribunals have on occasion been flexible in their interpretation of the minimum employment period for bringing a claim, recognising the precarious and vulnerable status of migrant workers. In Usman Ali v Industries Services Training Pty Ltd, a
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457 visa worker who had been in Australia for less than six months was held to qualify, as the tribunal counted the additional time worked overseas for the Australian employer into his minimum employment period. Although an application for an unfair dismissal remedy must be made within 21 days of the dismissal, tribunals may accept late applications in exceptional circumstances. In Anthony Emurugat and Utilities Management Pty Ltd, the Australian Industrial Relations Commission allowed a late application because the applicant had been misled by his employer to believe he had no way of challenging his employment termination. Similarly, the FWC accepted a late application where lodging was delayed in an effort to preserve a positive relationship with the employer to maintain employment and thus visa rights. Late application decisions in relation to migrant workers have however been somewhat inconsistent, and there have been instances of late application rejection where subclass 457 visa holders have highlighted language difficulties and unfamiliarity with Australian industrial protections. Because unsuccessful applicants have often been ordered to pay their employers’ costs, this uncertainty may act as a strong deterrent against migrant workers filing unfair dismissal claims where delay was attributable to factors related to their migrant status.

Migrant workers also face a further set of obstacles in making unfair dismissal claims that render unfair dismissal protections for migrant workers ‘largely illusory’. Most significantly, migrant workers may face removal at the conclusion of the work relationship before the worker can file a claim. There have been instances in which 457 visa holders have been unfairly dismissed and removed before having the opportunity to pursue their rights, though this has been somewhat ameliorated by the extension of time between termination and visa cancellation to 90 days. In general, the Fair Work Commission may order reinstatement and/or compensation. As a matter of law, 457 visa workers are disadvantaged in their access to unfair dismissal remedies because although compensation may be awarded, reinstatement to the original position is not available to 457 visa workers upon termination of the employer sponsorship. International students are also particularly vulnerable because breaching their 40 hour fortnightly limit may lead to the invalidity and unenforceability of their employment contracts, and possible loss of common law and statutory rights, including unfair dismissal rights. Workers in an irregular status may be unable to bring unfair dismissal claims.

4.6 Housing, Living Conditions and Cost

The precarious and vulnerable status of migrant workers outlined in Section 3 (‘Structural Factors’) make them susceptible to conditions that constitute an inadequate standard of living. Certain categories of migrant workers are commonly dependent on their employer or labour-hire contractor for housing. For instance, WHMs in Australia’s agricultural industry are increasingly being employed through labour-hire contractors, who reap the financial benefits of paying workers less in return for finding them a job, providing ‘crammed housing’ and organising transport to and from the workplace. At the extreme end, these workers have been forced to live in slums, horse stables and sleep on dog beds. In 2015, the FWO conducted an inquiry into a major
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poultry processing plant’s labour procurement processes. In a group comprised mostly of WHMs, 30 workers were housed in a six bedroom house with only two bathrooms.\textsuperscript{300} Rent of $100 per week was unlawfully deducted from workers’ wages.\textsuperscript{301} In the horticultural industry, eight WHMs each paid $450 per fortnight to live in a four-bedroom house with up to eight other workers.\textsuperscript{302} These workers experienced cramped conditions, lack of privacy, unreasonably high rent and discomfort from the odour of a nearby fertiliser factory.\textsuperscript{303} As a result of this investigation the workers will be receiving $30,000 for unlawful wage deductions.

4.7 Access to State-Provided Services

Australia has a robust social protection framework governed by a variety of laws.\textsuperscript{304} However, temporary migrant workers in Australia are frequently denied social services that are available to permanent residents. The ACTU has argued against differential access to services for temporary migrant workers unless government can establish a compelling public case in support of it.\textsuperscript{305}

4.7.1 Health Care

Temporary migrant workers are excluded from the Australian public health care system, Medicare.\textsuperscript{306} In addition, children of temporary migrant workers cannot access free immunisations.\textsuperscript{307} Instead, temporary residents including international students and 457 visa holders are required to obtain private health insurance which may subsidise vaccination costs.\textsuperscript{308} This may result in the postponement or non-eventuality of children’s immunisations.\textsuperscript{309} Some temporary migrants are able to access reciprocal health benefits.

4.7.2 Education and other Social Services

Temporary migrant workers’ children are excluded from free public education in New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and Western Australia.\textsuperscript{310}

Temporary migrant workers are excluded from family tax concessions,\textsuperscript{311} rent assistance and the National Disability Insurance Scheme.\textsuperscript{312} International students are also generally not entitled to transport concessions available to permanent residents, although there have been recent reforms to remedy this situation in some states.\textsuperscript{313}

Temporary visa holders have no access to unemployment benefits.\textsuperscript{314}

4.8 Forced Labour and Human Trafficking

A number of the harms outlined in this section result in migrants performing work under coercion that may under certain circumstances give rise to, or constitute, forced labour or human trafficking. An overview of Australia’s response to forced labour and human trafficking is set out in Appendix C, and briefly described here. Exploitation of temporary migrant workers is rarely addressed as crimes of forced labour or trafficking in Australia, and there have been few reported cases.\textsuperscript{315} There have, however, been significant legislative and policy developments in this area in recent years that have sought to move beyond the focus
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within trafficking on sex trafficking to address the criminalisation of labour exploitation. In particular, in 2013 Australia introduced an amendment to the *Criminal Code Act 1995* (Cth) ("Criminal Code") that established an offence of forced labour, defined as:

> ‘the condition of a person (the victim) who provides labour services if, because of the use of coercion, threat or deception, a reasonable person in the position of the victim would not consider himself or herself to be free: (a) to cease providing the labour or services; or (b) to leave the place or area where the victim provides the labour or services’.  

The amendment also broadened the trafficking offences to include a range of offences involving non-sexual exploitation, such as Division 217 of the Criminal Code which addresses the connection between trafficking in persons and debt bondage. Recognising that victims of trafficking may be unauthorised workers subject to removal upon detection, in 2004 Australia introduced three visa categories that enable victims to stay in Australia to assist with prosecutions. It also introduced Australia’s National Action Plan to Combat Trafficking and Slavery 2015-19, building on the Support for Trafficked People program detailed below in Section 5.2.1.

Since 2004, the Australian Federal Police has operated Human Trafficking Teams in several major Australian cities. These teams investigate trafficking and slavery matters both proactively and through referrals from other government agencies, industry, unions or NGOs. For example in 2013 the AFP partnered with the Victorian Police to investigate a Korean syndicate allegedly involved in deceptive recruitment and debt bondage, which resulted in the arrest of five principal suspects.

The FWO also plays a role in investigating allegations and securing industrial remedies for trafficked people, often on referral from victims’ lawyers. These remedies are sometimes not available to workers in an unauthorised status who may not be covered by employment laws. Because the trafficking and forced labour framework focuses solely on criminal offences and does not address the enforcement of employment entitlements, unauthorised workers who have been exploited but are not identified by the AFP as victims of trafficking usually cannot access employment-related remedies. The FWO has had success in securing remedies for employment-related harms for unauthorised workers by investigating and settling with employers, or by pursuing remedies in courts without drawing attention to workers’ immigration status.

The new offences are also limited in the protections they offer to temporary migrant workers because although they criminalise coercion amounting to forced labour, they fail to acknowledge that coercion can occur by virtue of migrant workers’ precarious visa situation even absent explicit employer threats. As discussed in Section 3 above ("Structural factors"), migrant workers can be forced into unsatisfactory conditions by their temporary immigration status and other vulnerabilities without any specific effort by employers to exploit them.

## 5 INSTITUTIONS AND PROGRAMS IN PLACE TO PROTECT LOW-WAGE MIGRANT WORKERS

### 5.1 Government Institutions

There are a number of state, territory and federal government institutions with responsibilities relating to one or more categories of temporary migrant workers. The most significant are outlined below.

#### 5.1.1 Fair Work Ombudsman

The Fair Work Ombudsman is a Commonwealth body that provides services to employees and employers covered by the Fair Work system. The FWO has three key functions – educate key participants about their workplace rights and responsibilities, investigate misconduct, and bring claims on behalf of mistreated workers.
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The FWO has recognised the importance of educating migrant workers to prevent mistreatment, including offering publications in 23 languages, running non-English speaking radio broadcasts and developing materials for community groups in regular contact with migrant workers. It also publishes community presentation packages to be used by community organisations to educate workers about their rights at work and fact sheets designed for international students, 457 visa holders and seasonal workers in addition to running workplace rights presentations and seminars.

The FWO conducts investigations and reviews into the wages and conditions of migrant workers in Australia, either at the FWO's instigation or in response to a received complaint which can be lodged by post or in person. Though there is recognition that the FWO has been playing 'an increasingly prominent role as a front-line aid to migrant workers who believe they are being exploited at work,' scholars have acknowledged the limited reach of the FWO compared with the number of workers needing assistance, underscoring the need for additional funding to ensure effective enforcement of the Fair Work Act for vulnerable workers.

In addition to its investigative functions, the FWO assists migrant workers by representing them in legal proceedings when their rights under the Fair Work Act have been violated. Decisions to commence proceedings are based on the Guidance Note on Litigation Policy which includes a consideration of the employee's status as a ‘vulnerable worker’. On this basis the FWO has commenced 51 legal proceedings involving the underpayment of migrant workers totalling more than $3.8 million. The largest penalty that has been awarded in these cases is $343,860. Practitioners note the limited number of proceedings that the FWO commences each year as evidence of its limited reach, and the difficulties individual employees face in gaining substantive assistance from the FWO due to its limited resources and the FWO declining to exercise its prosecution function.

Links between the FWO and immigration enforcement by the DIBP present a significant threat to the FWO's protection function, especially in relation to unauthorised workers. For example, since 2013, FWO inspectors have had dual responsibilities for investigating breaches of the Fair Work Act and compliance with 457 visa conditions on behalf of the DIBP. The Migration Act requires the removal of non-citizens without a valid visa ‘as soon as practicable’, so the DIBP is legally incapable of deprioritising removal in order to achieve other objectives such as industrial relations matters. At the practical level, information sharing has increased between the two departments in an effort to locate and identify workers in an irregular status for the purpose of cancelling their visas.

5.1.2 Fair Work Commission

The Fair Work Commission is an independent national workplace relations tribunal that is responsible for establishing minimum wage and working conditions. It also hears unfair dismissal and unlawful termination claims, handles bullying complaints and makes decisions about industrial action and union activity.

5.1.3 Department of Immigration and Border Protection ('DIBP')

The DIBP is responsible for enforcing Australian immigration laws, including detection, visa cancellation and removal of temporary migrants who breach their visa conditions such as through unauthorised work. The DIBP is also responsible for overseeing Australia's Migration Programme.
The Immigration Minister also has a significant industrial relations enforcement function: it may apply to an eligible court for a civil penalty order against employer-sponsors of 457-visa holders who fail to satisfy their sponsorship obligations. This occurred for only the second time in June 2015, when the Minister succeeded against Choong Enterprises in the Federal Court concerning the largest civil penalty ever imposed for a breach of sponsor obligations to 457 visa workers under the Migration Act. In addition to a $176,200 fine for breach of sponsor obligations, Choong Enterprises was ordered to pay $125,956 to reimburse underpaid Filipino workers, $26,460 in tax and $6400 to the workers for the migration agent costs that had been illegally deducted from their wages.

5.1.4 Migration and Refugee Division of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal

The Migration and Refugee Division of the AAT is a statutory body that reviews decisions made by officers of the DIBP to refuse or cancel visas and reviews decisions relating to approval and cancellation of sponsorship and nomination. Although it considers cases afresh and can change the decision under review, it has no power to make exceptions on equitable grounds. An applicant must pay $1673 to seek review, though this can be reduced in cases of severe financial hardship and the Tribunal refunds 50 per cent of the full fee upon finding in favour of the applicant.

Applicants may be represented by a migration agent at their own expense, and can be assisted by the government-provided Translating and Interpreting Service. A number of support organisations provide information, assistance or referrals for applicants and are outlined in Sections 5.1.8 (‘Legal Aid’), 5.2.2 (‘Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme’) and 5.2.4 (‘Other Services’).

5.1.5 Department of Employment

The Department of Employment is responsible for national policies and programs that assist Australians in obtaining employment in a safe, fair and productive workplace. Its functions include setting employment policy, assisting job seekers and providing services to employers looking for staff.

The Department oversees the Seasonal Worker Programme as outlined in Section 2.4 (‘Seasonal Workers Programme’), by processing applications by employers on behalf of the Australian Government. It works with the DIBP and the FWO in determining whether employers meet the requisite criteria. The Department also reviews recruitment plans submitted by approved employers and facilitates training of seasonal workers through the Add-On Skills Training program.

5.1.6 Department of Education and Training

Australia’s national education policies and programs are determined by the Department of Education and Training. The Department has undertaken several surveys of international students in order to obtain information about their living and educational experience in Australia. It has played a limited role concerning the employment conditions of international students.
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5.1.7 Australian Human Rights Commission

The Australian Human Rights Commission is an independent statutory organisation which is responsible for resolving complaints of discrimination, harassment and bullying within Australia, including those of migrant workers. Complaints can also be made for unfair treatment at work on the basis of race, colour, descent, national or ethnic origin or immigrant status under the Racial Discrimination Act, including being refused employment, dismissed, denied a promotion or transfer, given less favourable terms or conditions of employment, being denied equal access to training opportunities or being harassed. These complaints are investigated by a delegate of the President of the Commission who endeavours to resolve the complaint through conciliation (an informal process that allows both parties to discuss the issues and try to resolve the matter). Where complaints cannot be resolved through conciliation, complainants may commence proceedings in the Federal Court or Federal Magistrates Court.

5.1.8 Legal Aid

Legal aid commissions in each Australian state and territory provide legal assistance services in criminal, family and civil law matters. Brochures, information sessions and telephone legal advice are available at no cost to everyone, including migrant workers. Workers wishing to be legally represented through a grant of legal assistance must satisfy the means and merits test, as well as the state/territory-specific guidelines of their legal aid commission.

Immigration services of each legal aid commission differ in their scope and coverage. Legal Aid NSW provides free advice on visas and immigration status, assistance with visa applications and representation. Legal Aid WA provides ‘limited assistance’ in immigration matters, and has one registered migration agent. Legal Aid Queensland works with the Refugee and Immigration Legal Service to provide a legal advice clinic. Victoria Legal Aid provides free information and advice about immigration issues.

5.2 Government Programs

There are a number of government programs available to assist migrant workers. Some key examples are detailed below.

5.2.1 Support for Trafficked People Program

Through the Support for Trafficked People Program, Australia provides individually case-managed support services to suspected trafficking victims, including migrant workers. The Program is delivered nationally by the Australian Red Cross. Support services include secure accommodation, income support, medical treatment, counselling, legal and migration advice, skills development training and social support. Suspected trafficking victims with dependent children may be supported in their arrangement of childcare, schooling, counselling and medical support if necessary. They can also receive assistance in parenting support or education as needed.

Between 2004 and June 2014, the Program assisted 235 suspected trafficking victims. It is intended to implement Australia’s obligations as a party to the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organised Crime (since 2004) and its supplementary Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (since 2005).
5.2.2 Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme

The Immigration Advice and Application Assistance Scheme (‘IAAAS’) gives free migration advice and visa application assistance to disadvantaged, lawfully arrived migrants. Registered migration agents are contracted through the IAAAS to assist with immigration matters, visa applications, liaison and visa decision outcome explanations. The IAAAS does not, however, assist with review applications, or those seeking judicial review or ministerial intervention. There are 19 IAAAS providers in Australia, ranging from commercial migration advice businesses to legal aid offices. This scheme is separate from government-funded legal aid and pro bono services.

To qualify for the IAAAS, a person must be a non-citizen on a valid visa who is in financial hardship and disadvantaged due to language, youth or other cultural issues, illiteracy in the main language of their country of origin, geographical remoteness, physical or psychological disability or physical or psychological harm. Due to financial limitations and budget considerations, the IAAAS may refuse to assist a person who meets hardship requirements. The IAAAS services cease once a person has been given information and advice, and no longer requires assistance in completing their visa application.

5.2.3 Seasonal Worker Programme Add-on Skills Training

The Seasonal Worker Programme Add-on Skills Training component allows seasonal workers to access government funded basic training opportunities. First time seasonal workers can receive training in basic English literacy and numeracy, information technology skills and first aid. Returning seasonal workers ‘may be able to access Recognition of Prior Learning towards a Certificate I or II in their industry of employment.’ Training is provided by Registered Training Organisations in partnership with approved seasonal worker employers.

5.2.4 Other Services

Australia has a public healthcare system, free public education framework and support for tax, rent, transport, disability-related and work compensation matters. However, temporary migrant workers are frequently excluded from their operation, as detailed in Section 4.7 (‘Access to State-Provided Services’).

The Australian government has initiated Mental Health in Multicultural Australia to provide advice and support to service providers and governments to improve access to services, disseminate resources, promote mental health and prevent suicides in culturally and linguistically diverse communities.

5.3 Non-government Programs

In addition to government services and programs, trade unions, community legal centres and civil society groups provide varying forms of workplace, legal, mental health and other assistance to migrant workers in Australia. Some of the key non-government programs are outlined in Appendix D.
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APPENDIX A

International Human Rights Treaties and ILO Covenants Ratified by Australia

Australia has agreed to be bound by the following key international human rights treaties which are relevant to the protection of the rights of migrant workers:

- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
- International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination
- Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women
- Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment
- Convention on the Rights of the Child
- Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Australia has ratified the following ILO Conventions:

- Forced Labour Convention 1930 (No 29)
- Freedom of Association and Protection of Right to Organise Convention 1948 (No 87)
- Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention 1949 (No 98)
- Equal Remuneration Convention 1951 (100)
- Abolition of Forced Labour Convention 1957 (No 105)
- Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention 1958 (No 111)
- Minimum Age Convention 1973 (No 138)

386 Australia has also ratified the First Optional Protocol to the International Convention on Civil and Political Right on the submission of complaints by individuals, opened for signature and entered into force 23 March 1976, General Assembly resolution 2200A (XXI), and the Second Optional Protocol to the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death penalty, adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 44/128 of 15 December 1989.

387 Australia has ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, opened for signature 18 December 2002, 2375 UNTS 237 (entered into force 22 June 2006).

APPENDIX B
Further Visa Categories

1. Former students
Since 2008, international students have been eligible for the subclass 485 Temporary Graduate Visa. Since 2013, this visa has comprised two streams. The ‘Graduate Work stream’ grants work rights for 18 months to graduates with Australian qualifications less than a bachelor degree, who are qualified in a Skilled Occupation List occupation, and pass the skills assessment. The ‘Post-Study Work stream’ renders graduates with a bachelor qualification or higher eligible for a two-year work visa, and those with a master’s by research or doctoral degree eligible for a three or four year work visa across all occupations. However, international students’ work opportunities are not ‘unlimited’ in practice. Research suggests that many employers in professional fields do not accept applications from international graduates without permanent residency status.

As of December 2014, there were 19,506 Subclass 485 visa holders in Australia. There is no barrier to permanent residency for these visa-holders. However, the DIBP asserts that students can only access the 485 as a primary applicant once.

2. Bridging Visa A
The Bridging Visa A (‘BVA’) grants temporary lawful status to substantive visa holders during their application process for another substantive visa. This extends to any merits or judicial review throughout the process. Generally, BVAs grant individuals with the same conditions they held on their previous substantive visa. A major cohort of temporary workers who are BVA holders are former international students previously on 485 visas. These former students were granted BVAs while the government attempted to process a major backlog of tens of thousands of applications for residence with the number yet to be processed in 2014 still at 10,361.

3. Trafficking victims
The visa framework for implementing Australia’s obligations under the UN Trafficking Protocol includes three visas: Bridging F visa (‘BVF’), the Criminal Justice Stay visa (CJSV) and the Witness Protection (Trafficking) (Permanent) visa (‘WPTV’). To be granted a BVF, an unlawful non-citizen must be identified by the Australian Federal Police or by state or territory police as a ‘suspected victim of trafficking’. The BVF allows a suspected trafficked person to remain in Australia legally for 45 days in order to receive initial support and decide whether to cooperate with any criminal prosecution or investigation. A second BVF for a further 45 days may be granted if the person is willing to assist police but is temporarily unable to do so due to their mental, physical or emotional state. The Attorney-General’s Department notes that the BVF carries no work rights, but states that holders receive intensive support through the Support for Victims of Trafficking Program. Between 2004 and 2011, the maximum number of BVFs granted per year was 34.
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Once the BVF expires, the Minister for Immigration has discretion to issue a Commonwealth Criminal Justice Stay Visa (‘CJSV’) Visa where the Attorney General has issued a Commonwealth Criminal Justice Stay Certificate stating that the person’s presence is required for the administration of justice.405 A holder of this visa is allowed to work, receive support under the Justice Support Stream of the Support Program, and has access to Special Benefits, Rent Assistance and assistance in obtaining employment and training, amongst other support services.406 Between 2004 and 2011, the maximum number of CJSVs granted was 30.407 Given that the CJSV is not only used for trafficking victims but is also used for others who need to stay in Australia for other matters relating to judicial proceedings, it is unclear how many were granted to victims of trafficking.

4. Domestic workers who work for diplomats

Visa subclass 403 comprises the Government Agreement, Foreign Government Agency, Domestic Worker (Diplomatic or Consular) and Privileges and Immunities streams.408 While the 403 does not require any sponsorship or nomination, it often requires a letter of support from a relevant organisation. The criteria for application, as for all visa applications, are set out in Schedule 2 to the Migration Regulations.409 For example, the applicant must genuinely intend to stay in Australia to carry out the occupation or activity, and must have sufficient means to support themselves. Although little research has been published regarding this visa class, there have been calls for more robust monitoring of 403 holders’ work conditions.410

5. Domestic workers employed by 457 visa holders

Visa 401, Domestic Worker (Executive) Stream allows individuals to come to Australia to work full time in the household of certain senior foreign executives who are on the 457 visa. The visa requires sponsorship by a long-stay activity sponsor, which can be an organisation, government agency or foreign government agency. The visa holder can stay for a maximum of two years, and cannot extend this term.411 As noted above with regards to the 403 visa, the Salvation Army has noted that there is no established means to monitor conditions of employment faced by domestic workers on the 401 visa.412 The Salvation Army has recommended a requirement that 401 visa holders report at regular intervals to the DIBP to allow for monitoring and access to help if needed.413 There were approximately 2500 Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity) holders in Australia on 31 March 2014, which includes not only those under the Domestic Workers Stream, but also those on the Exchange, Sports and Religious Worker Streams.414

6. New Zealanders

Special Category Visa (visa 444) allows New Zealand citizens to visit, work and study in Australia for an indefinite period.415 The only requirements to hold this visa are that the person remains a New Zealand citizen, holds a New Zealand passport, and meets specific health and character requirements.416 New Zealand citizens arriving in Australia since 1 September 1994 are given the Special Category Visa once they have completed the incoming passenger card on arrival. New Zealanders who had already been living in Australia before 1 September 1994 ‘in general’ automatically became Special Category holders.417 The number of visa 444 holders in Australia on 31 March 2014 was 644,890.418 With regards to New Zealanders working in Australia, of those who indicated to the DIBP they had an occupation, almost 60 per cent were skilled, 20 per cent semi-skilled, and 20 per cent were either unskilled or believed to be employed but provided inadequate information to classify their occupation.419

405 Migration Act 1958 (Cth) s 147(1)(b)(iii); see also Berg, above n 7, 233.
406 Anti-Human Trafficking Interdepartmental Committee, above n 399, 28.
408 Ibid 30.
410 Migration Regulations 1994 (Cth) sch 2.
412 DIBP (Cth), Temporary Work (Long Stay Activity) visa (subclass 401)
413 The Salvation Army, above n 410, 12.
414 Ibid, 17.
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7. **Seafarers/cruise ship workers**

Non-citizens without Australian visas are allowed to be employed on offshore projects in Australia’s exclusive economic zones (‘EEZ’). As confirmed by the introduction of the Migration Amendment (Offshore Resources Activity) Repeal Bill 2014 (Cth), these individuals fall outside the operation of the *Migration Act* 420 As a result, they are not covered by the *Fair Work Act*, and do not enjoy National Employment Standards, modern awards or enterprise agreements. 421

On 25 June, 2015 the government introduced the Shipping Legislation Amendment Bill 2015 which is currently under examination by the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee. Among other things, the bill establishes that migrant workers employed on foreign flagged ships in Australia are not entitled to minimum wages and other Australian industrial relations protections if the ship is in Australia for less than 183 days per year. 422

8. **Oil rig workers**

Migrant workers on resource installations, including vessels, movable floating structures and fixed structures or rigs, require either a 457 visa (described above at Section 2.2, ‘Skilled Temporary Workers Program’) or a Subclass 400 Temporary Work (Short Stay Activity) visa. 423 The latter visa is for highly specialised and non-ongoing work. The period of stay can vary, with a maximum of a 6 month stay. 424 Applicants may need a letter of job offer or to include their employment contract as part of their application, but unlike the 457 visa, applicants for the 400 visa do not need sponsorship or nomination. 425 The job offer or employment contract should show evidence that the employment conditions satisfy Australian workplace standards. 426

There was limited mention of issues faced by migrant oil rig workers in submissions to the Senate Standing Committee Inquiry into Australia’s temporary visa program. The submission by the Australian Institute of Marine and Power Engineers noted that maintaining Australian wage and condition standards in the marine industry sector has been difficult due to workers signing agreements where the laws of other countries apply. 427
APPENDIX C

Australia’s Response to Forced Labour and Human Trafficking

A summary of the situation regarding forced labour and human trafficking in Australia is set out in Section 4.8 above. This Appendix contains further information on Australia’s response to forced labour and human trafficking.

Human trafficking and forced labour in Australia are not typically imposed through the traditional methods of seizure of passports and physical restraint. Rather, coercion is exercised through threats of violence, obligations to repay debt, isolation and unauthorised immigration status. A common situation experienced by those affected by trafficking and forced labour upon arriving in Australia involves working long hours, being subjected to coercive threats by employers to report them to immigration if they refuse to work or complain, and not being paid the wages to which they are entitled.

The people most likely to be subject to forced labour and trafficking are workers at the lower end of the skilled occupations for the 457 program, domestic workers and holders of bridging visas. Industries such as cleaning, agriculture, and hospitality are frequently mentioned in discussions about labour trafficking in Australia because they are heavily reliant on foreign workers who are more willing to work in physically demanding low-paid jobs that cannot be filled by domestic employees.

1. Incidence, Reporting and Prosecution

The extent of forced labour and trafficking in Australia remains unknown, with only a small number of reported cases. Each financial year the AFP receives between 15 and 70 new allegations of trafficking in persons, the majority of which involve women. The Australian Institute of Criminology has found reporting to be low, with the Fair Work Ombudsman more often coming across these cases when investigating complaints about hours and wage matters. The legal confusion between employment with substandard conditions and criminal exploitation also creates difficulties in identifying and prosecuting the people responsible for forced labour.

2. The Situation of Migrant Domestic Workers

As overall numbers of domestic workers have increased due to demand and migration patterns, so have the number of domestic workers subjected to forced labour and human trafficking. According to the Salvation Army, these women can be subject to deprivation of food, physical abuse, threats, denial of medical care, excessive work and little or no pay.

Domestic workers subjected to forced labour tend to enter Australia on tourist visas, student visas or other visas that are not subject to employer compliance monitoring and can often be in an irregular status. This inhibits prevention and identification of illegal conduct. Further, the absence of an employment contract for domestic workers who are in a position of forced labour undermines their ability to seek remedies, compounding their ineligibility for protection under the Fair Work Act.

3. The Legal and Governmental Framework

Australian policies on forced labour and human trafficking have been a relatively recent development. Since 2003, the Australian government has spent more than $100 million on anti-trafficking initiatives. This includes specialist AFP investigation teams, legislation to criminalise trafficking and related activities.
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The Criminal Code 1995 (Cth)

The Criminal Code governs the criminal laws relating to forced labour and trafficking and includes offences for human trafficking and slavery.\(^{442}\) It also criminalises slavery-like practices such as forced labour and deceptive recruiting. These provisions were amended in February 2013 by the *Crimes Legislation Amendment (Slavery, Slavery-like Conditions and People Trafficking) Act 2013* (Cth) which introduced an offence for forced labour\(^{443}\) and expanded the definition of exploitation to include a range of slavery-like practices.\(^{444}\)

Until recently labour trafficking, as distinct from sex trafficking, has been neglected by Australian counter-trafficking efforts.\(^{445}\) Instead, there has been a focus on the sex industry though this is likely a reflection of the efforts and priorities of governments.\(^{446}\) The new scheme addressed this issue by capturing the broadest range of exploitative behaviour including all forms of servitude and deceptive recruitment.\(^{447}\) It also expanded offences involving sexual exploitation to include non-sexual exploitation and established a greater range of offences related to trafficking.\(^{448}\)

The Migration Act and Visa Programs

Australia also has a range of employer sanction offences which aim to reduce instances of illegal work. The *Migration Act* has offences for allowing an unlawful non-citizen to work and aggravated offences if the worker is being exploited such as in situations of forced labour or debt bondage.\(^{449}\) It is common for individuals who are involved in forced labour and human trafficking to be in Australia without a visa or in breach of their visa conditions, and therefore once discovered they are subject to removal before there is any opportunity to investigate or prosecute those involved. To address this issue, in 2004 the Australian Government introduced three visa categories, namely the Bridging Visa F, the Criminal Justice Stay Visa, and the Witness Protection (Trafficking) (Permanent) visa, as detailed above in Section 2 and Appendix B (‘5. Trafficking Victims’).

Australian Government Initiatives

The Commonwealth Government established Australia’s National Action Plan to Combat Trafficking and Slavery 2015-19 which provides the strategic framework for Australia’s response to human trafficking and slavery.\(^{450}\) Key initiatives involved in this project include a victim support program, specialist immigration officers posted in key countries to aim to prevent trafficking and regional engagement and capacity building in the Asia-Pacific.\(^{451}\) The Interdepartmental Committee on Human Trafficking and Slavery (‘IDC’) has also been formed, and each year tables an annual report in the Parliament which details Australia’s developments and future strategies related to human trafficking.

The Federal Police

The Australian Federal Police is tasked with playing a prominent role in policing human trafficking and forced labour, as detailed in Section 4.8 (‘Forced Labour and Human Trafficking’).

The Fair Work Ombudsman

The Fair Work Ombudsman has a significant role in securing industrial remedies for trafficked people.\(^{452}\) Often victims’ lawyers refer their clients to the Ombudsman who then undertake an investigation and represent the individual in proceedings.\(^{453}\) See Section 5.1.1 for further information on the Fair Work Ombudsman.
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\(^{442}\) See *Criminal Code 1995* (Cth) Division 270 and 271. For example, Division 270 creates an offence for slavery with universal jurisdiction such that it applies whether or not the conduct occurred in Australia, and whether or not the victim or offenders are Australian citizens: Australian Government, *National Action Plan to combat human trafficking and slavery 2015-19* (2014) 8.

\(^{443}\) The offence for forced labour is set out in section 270.6A of the *Criminal Code 1995* (Cth) and includes both causing a person to enter into or remain in forced labour and conducting a business involving forced labour.
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APPENDIX D
Non-Government Support to Migrant Workers in Australia

A range of non-government organisations provide support to migrant workers in Australia. Examples within three key groups of organisations are outlined below.

1. Trade Unions

Every worker or employee in Australia, including a temporary migrant worker, is entitled to join one of almost 100 unions in Australia. The Australian Council of Trade Unions is the peak body for 46 affiliated unions, representing almost two million Australian workers and their families. Since 2009, trade unions have been able to apply to the FWC for ‘Registered Organisation’ status, allowing them to support and advise both employers and employees. Trade unions are providing increasing support to temporary migrant workers in Australia. To take a recent example, the Shop Assistants Union has established a hotline for 7-Eleven workers in response to the recent uncovering of the chain’s ‘systemic wage fraud’ against employees, including significant numbers of international students.

It is unlawful in Australia for an employer to take adverse action, such as dismissal against an employee for engaging in lawful industrial activities or for non-membership of a particular trade union.

2. Community Legal Centres

Community Legal Centres (‘CLCs’) are independent not-for-profit, community based organisations that provide free legal assistance to the public, particularly disadvantaged individuals, including migrant workers. CLCs provide either general or specialised services in areas such as immigration, discrimination and employment. They may also engage in community legal education which can include holding seminars and producing educational materials. CLCs also play an important role in law reform and policy work in Australia by contributing insights about their experience of how the law affects their clients.

Several Australian CLCs have an employment law focus, including the Employment Law Centre of Western Australia, which provides free legal advice to vulnerable Western Australian employees through its telephone advice line. The Employment Law Service in Melbourne provides free employment law advice, information, advocacy and referral to newly arrived migrants. JobWatch, a Victorian employment rights legal centre, also provides a telephone advice and referral service, as well as representation and assistance for disadvantaged workers through its casework practice. Additionally, a number of CLCs provide free immigration advice and assistance to qualifying disadvantaged migrants, including temporary migrants.

Although several Australian CLCs have dedicated employment and discrimination law services, these are only available to workers within their respective catchment areas. Workers falling outside these areas, or within catchment areas of CLCs that do not provide these services, must therefore be redirected to their state or territory legal aid provider or other specialist services. In addition, not all Australian CLCs have registered migration agents and are thus unable to advise on the migration law aspects of a migrant worker’s situation. Workers with multifaceted legal problems involving immigration, employment and possibly other further areas of law face barriers to accessing holistic advice. For migrant workers, these barriers are
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466 In Victoria, all Refugee & Immigration Legal Centre solicitors are also registered migration agents and in Queensland, the Mackay Regional CLC houses two volunteer migration agents to offer one-off migration advice and assistance. See, Mackay Regional Community Legal Centre, Services, <http://mrrclc.com.au/services/>.
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exacerbated by the vulnerabilities discussed in the Section 3 (‘Structural Factors’).471 Some CLCs have attempted to remedy these gaps by providing community legal education on employment law to remote communities, or communities with a higher proportion of migrant workers.472 Significantly, the underfunding of Australian CLCs systemically inhibits their ability to provide services in key legal areas. The Productivity Commission of Australia has recommended funding to CLCs be increased to close the ‘justice gap’.473

3. Civil Society and NGOs

There are a range of civil society organisations in Australia that provide various services to assist migrant workers including: ethnic and nationality based community groups such as members of the Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia and nongovernment organisations474 that provide mental health support475 and lead specific initiatives and programs such as the Salvation Army - Freedom Partnership to End Modern Slavery;476 the Australian Red Cross - Migration Support Programs;477 the Support for Trafficked People Program478 and Immigration Advice Centres.479

Although most migrant workers are eligible for services they may not actively use them due to the reasons outlined in Section 3 (‘Structural Factors’).

471 Ibid.
474 The Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia is the peak, national body representing Australians from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds: Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia, Who We Are <http://fecca.org.au/about/who-we-are/>.
475 There are many organisations in Australia that provide support and services to those in situations of violence and crisis, and those suffering from mental illness including 1800 RESPECT, Lifeline and BeyondBlue which provide crisis counselling online and by telephone. These services are available to all migrant workers, including those non-English speakers who can access an immediate phone interpreting service: see Lifeline Australia <https://www.lifeline.org.au/>; 1800RESPECT <https://www.1800respect.org.au/>; BeyondBlue, About Us <https://www.beyondblue.org.au/about-us>; Department of Immigration and Border Protection, Immediate Phone Interpreting <https://www.tisnational.gov.au/Non-English-speakers/Help-using-TIS-National-services/Immediate-telephone-interpreting-for-non-English-speakers>.
476 In July 2014, the Salvation Army launched ‘The Freedom Partnership’, which uses online tools and social media to engage Australians to fight against slave-like practices in Australia. The Salvation Army also operates a Safe House for women who have experienced trafficking in Australia, as well as providing accommodation, outreach support and case management to men, women and children who have been exposed to slavery and trafficking: The Salvation Army, Trafficking and Slavery Safe House <http://endslavery.salvos.org.au/gethelp/the-safe-house-for-trafficking-slavery/>; Salvos Legal are also able to provide legal advice and assistance to those who have experienced trafficking or slavery: Salvos Legal, Free Legal Advice, <http://www.salvoslegal.com.au/our_services/humanitarian>.
477 This program provides services to refugees, asylum seekers and immigration detainees who are in need of help and protection: Australian Red Cross, Migration Support <http://www.redcross.org.au/Migrationsupport.aspx>.
478 The STP provides specific information and services to trafficked people such as income support, emergency housing, access to health care and arranging independent legal advice for trafficked persons referred to the Red Cross by the Australian Federal Police. It also gives trafficked people a 45 day period when deciding whether to assist the AFP with their investigations, as well as ongoing support for those whose circumstances are being investigated: see, Australian Red Cross, Support for Trafficked People <http://www.redcross.org.au/support-for-trafficked-people.aspx>; Australian Red Cross, Support for People Who Have Been Trafficked to Australia <http://www.redcross.org.au/files/ARC_Trafficking_English.pdf>.
479 Such as the New South Wales Immigration Advice & Rights Centre, which has five registered migration agents who provide free legal assistance in immigration matters: Immigration Advice and Rights Centre Inc, About Us <http://www.iarc.asn.au/AboutUs>.